WP 5 – BEST PRACTICE STARTING UP

Partner pilot areas – Grisons, Switzerland

SINGLE BUILDING INVENTORY OF VARIOUS OBJECTS

(House Devon, Poschiavo)

(House No. 120 in Ardez)

(“Zeughaus” – arsenal – in Bergün)

(“Trinkhalle” – drinking hall – in Tarasp)
Main characters:
Various worth-protecting objects / heritage in danger

Local authorities involved:
Office for Heritage protection and Office for spatial development

Starting from… (initiatives in progress / data-set already available/…)
Recording of the objects (text/description, plan and photos)

Operational tools to be applied:
On the basis of the collected data there is worked out a brochure which serves the building-owner and the architect to know what the important elements of the object are and to find measures for the preservation and the (sustainable) development of the objects.